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I would like to give a brief review of the work done in
Field Theory since the classic work of Schwinger, Feynman
and Dyson. The results of the work have not been as spectacular
as the work of the aboye authors and to an outsider it comes
as a surprise to learn that any progress has been made at aH.
But it is a fact that the atmosphere in Field Theory has completely changed, the emphasis shifted and we feel that a real
beginning to understand Field Theory has only just been made.
In thisrespect, Field Theory is an astonishing subject. The move
one :understands it, the richer one finds the subjet and greater the
rather sorry attempts people have made in thJe past.
Let us summarize the situation as it existed at t.he end of
1950. Schwinger had reformulated field theory so that the relativistic covariance was obvious at each stage, and he and Tomonaga were l'Iesponsible for t11,e introduction of what is called the
interaction representation. Feynman had iJitroduoed his, graphs
and given his celebrated method of writing, higher orders.
Schwinger working to the low orders had given the fully covariant method of extracting finite parts from infinite coefficieú.ts
of the perturbation theory, and shown thar these parts oould
be interpveted as mass and charge renormalization. Dyson had
extended this to all orders and clefined his famous infinite constant, the so called Z factors. Lamb Shift had been calculated and found to agree. Meson theory had been renormalized, calculated and there we met our \Vaterloo. The cry was:
perturbation theory is false, out with it.
Perturbation theory must go, he cause may be the series divrerges. But t11,ere was on the theoretical side tho8 set of people
who said may be the V'ery existenoe of infinitiés is due to perturbation theory. If we could express the renormalization constants in something different from perturbation theory may be
they turn out to be finite, and may be the theory is not as scnseless as aH that. It was neally the fault of prerturbation theory,
hut G. K1illén did not believe this. IGillén, believed that the
fault was more fumdamental. The theory was fundamentally
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wrong; in a series of brilliant papers he tried to establish th~s.
To my mind the papers are too heavily prejudiced; to me they
do not carry conviction but in the process of proof (Dans il1ato
Fys. Medd. Vol. 27.12 (1953)) IGillén initiated, laid the foundations of much of the methodology which has subsequently
been used by other authors, in particular by Lehmann, and Lehmann, Zimmerman and Symanzik (L Z S). The first important
results of these investigations are the general expressions for
the oue-partide wave flillctions and for the renormalization
constants in dosed formo As 1 said, most of this work occurs
aIready in KaUén's papers; the. clearest account il) due to Lehmann, which 1 shall follow.
Before 1 do this ·Iet me set down in the form ofaxioms
the faith of a modero field theorist. 1 am here following Wightman (Lille Conference Heports, June 1957).
1 - Modero Field Theory works in terms of the Heisenberg representation where states are rays l!J of unit
lengths in a Hilbert space H. Thel"e exists a state of
minimum energy, the vacuum; apd there are no negative energy states.
'
II - Gives a definition of field operators and existence of
field entities with certain relativistic transformation
proper'ties.
III - Local Commutativity

[<P(X),<P(y)]=O

if

(X_y2)

<O.

These 3 axioms specify the notion of a local field but do
not guarantee that the theory has any content; the field heory
must describe partide observables.
Vacuum expectation values are distributions in the sense of
Schwartz:

F(n)(x l , ... Xn) =
I i

,

,

I

< O I<\> (Xl) ... <j>(Xn) 10 >.

F(n) is a Lorentz-invariant singular function ( distribution
in the sense of Schwartz).
Then (Wightman, Phys. Hev. 101, 860 (1956)):
Let F(n) be a denumerable set of analytic functions of com.
plex variables: n = 1, 2,,,. satisfying:
1) Relativistic. invariance under Lorentz transformatións
(without time inv'ersion).
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2) Hermiticity :

< 01 (<I>( Xl) ... <1>( Xn) ) *I0>* = < OI<1>( Xn) ... <P( Xl) 10 >*.
3) Positive definiteness of the scalar product, that implies a
set of inequalities connecting the boundary values of the F(n).
4) Local Commutativity: implies p(n) (ZIP) =p(n) (P z¡P)
with P any set of a certain set of permutations of the labels i j.
; Let H be a Hilbert space. If, a represents an element of
the inhomogeneous Lorentz Group, a vacuum state tjJ, and a
neutral scalar field <1> such that th3 n - fold vacuum expectati:6n
value of <p is F(n), so one may study vacuum expectation values;
then it is easy to show that F(n) is temperate in each variable
separately. It is not yet proved that F(n) is temperate in an
variables jointly. From Lorentz invariance one sees that:
F(n) = F(n)( Xl - X2 , X2 - X3 ,

-fe- ti1i ~j
-

1

•••

Xn-i - XII)

= F(n)(~1> ... , ~n-i) =

X G(n) ( Pi' .", Pn-l ) G'[4'Pi' ''', d4 pn-l

vanishes unless pl = (pjO)2 - pj2 > O, (pjO > O) by virtue
of the assumption that there exist no-negative energy states.
G(n) has the important property that its support contains
onIy points Pi' .. PII-i such that every pj Hes within or on
the future cone
G(n)

pj 2>0,

pjo>O.

This means that it is possible to define the LapIace Transforms
and so the resuIting form is allalytic in the tube whos·e points are

= ~i - i lli with lli four vectors in t11.e future light cone
p(n) (Zl ... zn-l) = p(n) (Á zi ... Á zn-l) without time inversioll
F(n) (zi ... zn-l) = F(n) (- Zl ... - Zn-l) with time inversion
F(n) (Zi ... Zn-i) = p(n) ( - zn-i ... ti)

Zi ... Zn-ll'

zi

(Á is a complex Lorentz transformation).
1 am 80011 going to 8tate the 4th axiom, but even before that,
at this stage quite a lot can be done ..
We can form quantities lilee:

-
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<OIcj>(x),d>(y)IO>

1)

2) &(x- y) <Ol[d>(x) <!>(y)JIO>=R (Retarded)
3) <OIT!J>(x),!J>(y)IO>=T
(Time ordered).
R, T are common functions; \-VIi) have at this stage no physical
meaning attached to them; however we haVle all the tools necessary to expr,ess their properties.
Thus (Lehmann, Symanzik, Zimmermann): (N. Cim. 2

(1955) 425)
1\

+'( x - x') = < O1<1>( x) cj>(x') 10 >

=

~ <Olcj>(x) Ip> <plcj>(x') 10>,

o~ <1>( x) =

Since

~lp><pl=ll·

p

p

i [<I>( x), p ~J

< 01!J>(x) Ip> =< OI!J>(O) Ip> eipa:=aop eipa:.
So

b.+'( x

x') = ~ a op a op * eip(a:-a:').

-

p

Define· p(p2) =aopaop*>O

b.+'( x - x') = - i

then

f &(Po) p(p2) eip(a:-a:') d4p.

00

Write

p(p2)

= Jp(I(2) b(p2 -

[(2) d [(2

o
00

b.+'(x-x') =

then
whero

p([(2)

Jo b.+(X-x',[(2)p([(2)d[(2
.

>O

p spectral functions.

Same proof for Feynman functions:

T = b.p'(x - x') =< OIT cj>(x) <I>(x') 10 >
00

= Jb.p( x -

x',l(2) p( [(2) d [(2

o

Sp' (x - x') = < 01 T ~ (x) ~ (x) 10 >
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The next problem that arises is: can we extend this parametrie representf!.tion to vacuum expectation values of more than
2 operators? We shall see that this problem is closely connected
with that of the most reoent development: the development of
dispersion theory. The great importance of an this has caused
battles to rock and roll, and heads have fallen in the struggle
and so 1 want to spend sorne time on an this.
Renormalization

In the conventional notation (Dyson)
. tP(x) =Z2-1/2 tPv(x)
<1>( x)

= Za-1/2 g)u( x)

M=Mo+~M

m2=mo2+ ~m2
L=-

~ Zi~(I~ ()~ +M) tP] - ~ Za {ou <1> 0u +m2 $2)_

- i g Zl [tP 15 tP g> + Z2 ~ M tP tP + Za ~ m2~2]
00

Z2-

then

1=

f

I

P1(](2)

d](2

o
-...

00

J

. ~a-1 = P ([(2) d [(2
o

There is no simple spectral representation por Zl.

I

00

~m2=-Za ([(2_m 2) pd[(2<O
o
00

~M =

ZaJ[M-X)P1+P2]dx 2.
o

Now in Electrodynamics (Ward):. Zl =Z2
So
So that

e =Za1/2eo.
,/
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Tllis means that one physically measures also the cbarge of
positrons surv.ounding tbe electron. No such resuIt is knovm foi'
g. Furtbermore, IGillén showed tbat Za is intrinsically' infinite:
T. D. Lee Model: Is a non trivial model that shows that iníinÍlies areintrinsic. (P. R. 95 (1954) 1329: The model consists
oí a particle with two states only: N and V, interacting with
a Bose field [(o From the Hamiltonian

HO=~I,f ~vtPv d .+mN J~N tPNd.+ .
+ ~ J[1t 2 +(v q»2+1-l2q>2]d.
both mass and charge renormalization can be carried out; the
constants can be computed and are infinite.
FÍrst let me say that the type of resuIt everyone of us
would like is the following:

< T p( Xl) .p( X2), .p( Xa) >0

=Jd!{12 d [(22 d [(3 2 . g([(l' !(2' [(a) . ~F(X2-'Xa, !(12)
I1 F (x a-

Xl'

[(l) I1 F (x l -

X 2' [(3 2 ).

Three approaches have been tried:
1) Nambu has studied individual orders in perturbation
theory (Parametric Representation of General Green Functions,
unpublished, and other papers by Nambu which have proved
absortive) .
2) Wightman and IGilIén have studied this question; their
tool is the theorem I have stated

When

'Z;i=Xi- x¡.h

. are space-Hke.

Also both F(n) and F('!.) (P(z» are analytic functions coinciding on the real envÍronment.
Theorem by W ightman and Hall (Dansk. Mat. Fys. Medd.):
A function f of n 4-vector variables zl'"'' Zn analytic in the
tube defined by Zj = ~j - i T\j (T\j real and in the future con e) and
invariant under homogroup (orthochronous homog·eneous Lorentz
Group), is a function of the products Zj. zl~ and is analytic on
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the complex variety' M!l over which the scalar products vary
when the vectors z1>"" Zn \ vary over the tube. M 2 is composed
of a few pieces of very simple analytic hYr'ersurfaoes. Then
they find the explicit houndary of the union of permuted
domains and .H turns out not to be a holoinorphy domain. Ev;ery
function analytic in the union of the permuted M 2 is analytic
in a certain larger domain which must be computed (the h010morphy envelope must be computed). Once this is done, use
Bergmann - Weil formula to express F(n) anywhere in the
interior of the domains as an integral over certain low dimensional subsets of th:e boundary of a certain kernel times the
value of the function.
3) Third approach is that of Schwinger (Rochester, April

1957).
A wave function in its dependence upon the latest oí an
times contains only positive frequencie~ and in its dependence
upon the earliest of an times contains only negative frequendos.
Waves are always moving out oí the region.
Replace boundary condition by regularity condition. Selection
of out-going wave boundary conditions is equivalent to the requirement that the wave function defined as a function oí spacetime coordinate should remain a regular function when you make
the time coordinate complex in a speciíic way and JOu nev'er
find an exponential which becomes unlimitedly large. The regularity reguir,ement is that when one takes an time coordina tes
and multiplies them by a complex number, the Green function
remains regular (as a function of the time coordina te):

XO -4xO(l - i E)

E> O

Example: two points:

Consider the space-time distance between two points:

(X-X')2 - 4 (X-X')2 + i E= (x- X')2 - (XO - X'O)2 (1- i E).
Then:

G(Xl Xli X3) = G((X1- X2)2, (X 2- x 3)2, (X 3- X1)2)
=

f dA dA dA
1

2

3

exp

[-iAl(X 2 -X3 )2_iA2(Xa -x 1 )2
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- i AS( Xl - X2)2J g(Al , A2, AS) X
X ·exp.

[- E {Al( X 20 - XSO)2 + A2( XSO -

X 1 0)2

+ AS( Xl 0 -

X 20)2}

J.

If the bracket has to remain greater than zero, then:
Al +A 2 >0
AS +A2>0
AS +Al>O
Al A2 + A2 AS + AS Al > O.

Schwinger claims that thesa conditions after some manipulations lead him to structure of the form required plus abnormal cases ([(a.llén cases)

Jd

[(1 2 d [(2 2 d [(s2

g( [(1[(2 [(S) f d k l d k 2 d ks

[(k12 - k 22+1í." 22 -[(1 2 - i E)
(lC2 2- ks2 + [(S2 - [(2 2 - i E) X (-lc s2 + [(S2 - i E)]

ei'c¡Crca-rca) ei'clrcs-rc s)

+2

eilclrccrc~)x

i

other terms.

It is not clear whether the outgoing wav,e boundary conclition
is satisfied in detail or noto Hence it is temporarily unalter,ed
if abnormal terms can appear in Green's functions.
Dyson's lecture notes
While we are looking at this let me consider. dispersion
theory. For meson-nucleon scattering one may consider the vacuum expectation value

< 0IT (~(x) ~(y) <P(z) (jl( q) 10 >
or alternatively

J< p'IT (<j>(x) lI>(y) Ip > eilcrce-ilc'Y dn

X

dn y, F(k. p, p .p').

1 shall show later this is exactly the matrix-element for scattering. What we want is again a parametric representation for
this quantify of the type we hav's been discussing. Once we know
the parametric representation we know the position of the poles,
considerad as a function of k. p. for example ..
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In actual fact Goldberger considered not the T product
but the R - p r o d u c t ,

f (P'!&(:,v-x') [<I>(x), <I>(y)]!p)

e.ilcxe-ik'Y dn x dn

y.

This contains the same informations. In k. p plane alI poles of M líe below the real axis (upper half-plane frec of poles).
Proof has been given by

1) Symanzik

}

p=p"

2)

~ost

3)

Bogoliubov for restricted values of the masses.

and Lehmarin

One has the result:
if le .p=x,

p. p'=y.

00

Re M(x,y)=P

JIm:~;y) dx'

for

p=p'.

-00

1m M(x' , y) is proportional to the totalcross-section of

1t

-,n

scattering.
,
This then is a test
formula
based
on
1,
II,
III;
of
course
for
I
the physical interpretation we need Axiom IV.
Finally I come to Axiom IV: this is the axiom that relate'l
our field operators to physical quantities and allows a description of the scattering-matrix. This is the axiom which essentially
replaces the use of interaction representation in modern theory.
This is the so called Asymptotic condition in Field Theol'y

(L. Z. S.).
Axiom IV. Let

.

be a neutral scalar field. Then .p satisfies
the asymptotic condition if the limits
<1>

Lim (tIJ, <!>(x) tIJ') = (tIJ .pin(x) tIJ')
"'.,.+-00

Lim (tIJ, <!>(x) tIJ') = (tIJ, .pout(x) tIJ')
alo-++OO

exist, where

.
{ (02-m2) .pin =0
.pin, ·.pout satisfy
.
. (0 2 - m 2 ) cpout = O
.pout = 8-1 .pin 8
then, by a theorem due to L'ehmann-Zimmermann-Symanzik.
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One can define tP in , tP aut by applying <j>in and q)out on tPo and
obtains the Reduction formula;

(tPo' T (Xl' ... , Xn) tPin'ei . . .len)
=

J(Cy2 - ?(2) (ljJo, T(

Xl> ••. ,

Xn,y) ljJin lci ' . .kn-l) eilmy dn y.

This formula does not need eithar causality or «crossing
symmetry» for its proof.
Since S matrix is (ljJaut, tPin) , so the S' matrix-lement can
be expressed in terms of a T -product.
The asymptotic condition now gives us the po.ssibility
of obtaining closed expressions for renormalization constants.
(Lehmann).

< tPo «1>( x) ljJ I

(P!lrticle state) =

< ljJo cPin (x)ljJ I

(particle)

we have

:<tPo' <j>(x) <Il(y) ljJ> (deuteron) = (tPocPin(x)

~in(y)

ljJ) (deuteron).

lt is only possible to define asymptotic part. For completeness mention must be mada of the:
Lee model (T.-D. Lee. Phys Rev 95 (1954) 1329): lnteraction between two neutral fermion fields V and N and a neutral
scalar boson field &. The coupling constant (unrenormalized) in
terms of the renormalized gu:
gu

2-

2~_1_

g-lgu

2

2

w 2w!;;! (mV-mN-w)2

yu=renormalized coupling constant). If gu do es not vanish
and remains finite, the unrenormaliz'ed coupling constant becomes
g=i oo - l .
1) cut-off necessary.
2) Even with a cut-off the denominator may be equal to
zero, then gu m!llISt be less than a critical number gdi"
Landau and his school found samebehaviour for electrodynamics.
IGillén and Pauli investigated Lee model and, found that for
9 > gcr,i! a «ghost state» appears for which indefinite metric is
necessary, so that probabilitias for the «ghQSt state» are counted
negative. But this has no longer any connection with physics.

